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Solutions developed by the Smartronix Cloud Assured Team provide a distinctive cloud experience. 

Combining a strong enterprise services history with the agility of an organization well-versed in DevOps 

methodologies, our Team can strategize, consult, architect, deploy, secure, and manage complex enterprise 

solutions of any size ranging from start-ups to global enterprises. We operate under agile and continuous 

improvement methodologies while delivering business-focused solutions that exceed customer expectations. 

Smartronix is more than 'just IT'. We have developed, delivered, and operate solutions for defense organizations, 

civilian agencies, financial institutions, media and entertainment companies, healthcare systems, logistics 

enterprises, and more. We are an organization that knows more than cores and bytes, we are a partner that 

knows your industry, differentiators, and constraints. Our past performance, diverse skill-sets, and the 

extraordinary tenure and commitment of our team means we are more than just a cloud services provider.

A� Full� Life-Cycle� Approach� to� Secure� Cloud� Services

STRATEGY - With more than 20 years of enterprise enablement experience, Smartronix can 

help create or evolve your information technology (IT) strategy to take advantage of cloud 

today and build for the technologies of tomorrow with our Cloud Assured solutions.

DESIGN - Whether moving one application, one workload, or an entire 

enterprise, or developing new services in the cloud for the first time, 

the Smartronix Cloud Assured Team can design and build innovative 

and scalable infrastructures to support unique customer needs.

IMPLEMENTATION - The cloud decision is made and the plan is in 

place, but your Team is busy making sure today’s business 

continues running. Our Team of cloud experts are here to 

turn your vision into reality or increase the velocity in which you 

are already moving.

MANAGED SERVICES - Free IT operators from the daily “run it” activities that 

do not add business value and allow them to focus on growth. Smartronix 

TMCloud Assured Managed Services (CAMS ) are audited, certified, and here to assure your 

operations 24x7x365. 

INNOVATE - Transforming your organization, business processes, and the way IT services are 

delivered requires a continuous improvement mindset. At every step along the way, we work 

with you to find opportunities to rethink and reframe what is possible. Innovation needs to be 

woven throughout your entire cloud journey and you can rely on our expertise and experience 

to help you identify, plan, and execute modernization initiatives as part of a strategic roadmap 

for your future success.
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